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When you compete in an Ironman Triathlon, one of the toughest endurance events on the planet,
you should expect the unexpected, and you'll get it.Better be prepared: sun or rain, lightning or
wind, freezing temperatures or searing heat, smooth sailing or equipment breakdowns, bonking
on the bike or racing with a smile to the end.This book takes the reader deep into the heart of the
Ironman racing experience, and tells exactly what it's like to race from start to finish, through just
about any situation, to achieve the triathlete's ultimate goal: to become an Ironman.This book
delivers the experience in race reports from 22 Ironman races -- in Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, New Zealand, Canada, and Florida, Lake Placid, Wisconsin and Kona -- completed
over a 10-year period.What can you expect in your Ironman Triathlon experience? The answer is
here.
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were everlasting, and I still feel his presence on the race course. Wendy, Amanda, Rebecca, Eric
and Kirsten have encouraged, inspired, shared and celebrated the journey with me from the
beginning. This book is dedicated to them with unending love and
thanks. Introduction The first time I saw the Ironman Hawaii World Championship
broadcast on television, I knew I wanted to be there myself one day. I wanted to join the athletes
who had competed, struggled, and finally crossed the line in Kona after completing the 2.4 mile,
112 mile bike ride and 26.2 mile marathon. It looked like an epic undertaking, an epic
achievement. It looked glorious, it looked painful, and it looked life-changing. I wanted that. And I
wanted the pride that comes with saying I had qualified for, and finished, the Ironman Triathlon
World Championship in Kona. One problem, however. At the time, I had never competed in a
triathlon. With no background whatsoever in swimming, biking and running, my getting to Kona
seemed just about as likely as my chances to pilot the next space shuttle into outer space. Soon
after that broadcast, I entered a triathlon, and nearly drowned in the 1500 meter swim, which I
finished in a dead last 46 minutes. My triathlon dreams just about ended at that point. But



somehow, I kept at it. Ten years ago, I stood at the starting line of Ironman Canada in Penticton,
British Columbia. My goal was simply to finish. Any thoughts of approaching Kona-caliber speed
were nowhere to be found. And with good reason. I finished in under 12 hours in Canada that
year. In the next four years, I competed in other Ironman events, and my finish times were
roughly in that same range. Triathletes in my age group were earning Kona slots with times more
than an hour faster than me. It seemed like an impossible gap to close. Not only that, but
realistically, even if I did want to close that gap, it would probably involve having to train
significantly more time. With a full-time job and a growing family, I just couldn’t devote anywhere
near the 18-24 hours per week that many books and coaches suggest are required to achieve
the Kona dream. By 2001, I was improving somewhat, and soon I was about 40 minutes away
from a qualifying time in my age group. That was close enough to get my attention. I decided I
might have a chance to get that much faster, and dedicated myself to increasing speed and
performance in the year 2002. But I still had the general training time constraints, so I would
have to train better, smarter. And I did. I trained better, smarter, and faster, and I qualified. Again
and again. By July of 2002 in Lake Placid, I had earned my spot at the 2002 Ironman Triathlon
World Championship in Kona. Seven weeks later, I earned a slot in Kona 2003 at Ironman
Wisconsin, the first 2003 qualifying race. In 2003, I returned to Ironman Wisconsin and finished
6th in my age group, securing my spot in Kona for 2004. In 2004, I knocked 21 minutes off of my
Ironman PR in Lake Placid, finishing well into the group of Kona qualifiers, but having already
qualified, I did not need that slot. I was happy enough to take pride in a new personal best. I have
continued to race in recent years, with more emphasis on enjoying the experience and less on
driving with the intensity and suffering required to be Kona-caliber. As a friend likes to say: your
mileage may vary. Not everything I do in training and racing is right for everyone. For example, I
race more than most, and train less than most, for example. My rationale for that: racing is great
training, and I plan my race schedule to increase speed and endurance on a path to my Ironman
races. Another example, I tend not to do many ‘easy’ workouts. Time is precious, I try to make
the most of it. Also, I tend not to taper very much, unless it’s a very important race, like a Kona
qualifying attempt. As mentioned above, I do not subscribe to the notion that a tremendous
about of training time is necessary to reach qualifying potential. And I’ll also assure you that I
don’t have some hidden advantage, as if I was a high school state champ swimmer or
something like that. Believe me, I could barely swim. As a teenager, I only rode my bike to
school, and I could not run because I needed corrective shoes and had asthma. Everything I’ve
accomplished in endurance athletics began when I was 34 years old. The 29 Ironman finishes
since then have seen just about every combination of lowest lows and highest highs,
disappointments and elation, failures and successes, challenges and the drive to overcome
them. Nearly every Ironman triathlon I’ve competed in has been different in one way or another.
The point of your Ironman journey is not just to arrive; anything can happen. Enjoy your
journey. A note about the content: I wrote the race reports shortly after the events themselves,
and I have decided to not change references to time and location in throughout the book. As a



result, for example, text referring to ‘last year’ means the year before the time I was writing,
etc. 1. Ironman Canada, Penticton British Columbia, August 29, 1997 Prologue On
September 4, 1996, I committed myself to be in Penticton for IMC 97. Race reports by Art
Hutchinson, Jason Mayfield, Cathy Corning, Jim Mersinger and Wade Blomgren convinced the
that I must do this race. I'd been training for endurance events for only two years, and had five
marathons and two Olympic distance tris under my belt when I sent in the
application. Immediately after applying, I developed a 50-week program, and began training in
earnest. Between work, travel, and family (including 3 kids), I knew I couldn't put in the 12+
hours per week that many talk about. But I did try to focus on quality training time. I found an
Ironman action figure toy and mounted it over my computer. I bought John Tesh's Ironman
soundtrack. My family gave me gear to help me train in the cold Chicago winter. I taped and
replayed broadcasts of IMC, IMH, IME. I thought about IMC daily. In Penticton After 49 weeks of
anticipation, I arrived Wednesday evening and got settled in at the Spanish Villa hotel. The area
was already abuzz with activity - triathletes in wetsuits on the beach, running or biking along
Lake Shore Drive. Excited to finally be in Penticton, I barely slept that night, waking at 4:00am for
good Thursday morning. I went outside in the dark and saw a few other triathletes, some walking
around, some near the bonfires on the beach, and even some on bikes. As the sun slowly rose I
decided to hop on my bike as well, and rode out to Skaha Lake and back for about an hour. The
days were long, but I did enjoy the prerace atmosphere. At 7:00am Thursday, I went to the
prearranged RST meeting point near the S.S. Sicamous. Many other RSTers were there, and we
introduced ourselves and then jumped into the water for a short swim. I had been quite anxious
about cold water in Lake Okanagan, especially after Art Hutchinson had described a swim in 59
degree water in 1992 that left him shivering until Richter Pass. To my delight, the water was
bathtub warm at 75 degrees, easing some of my pre-race swim concerns. I registered and drove
the run and bike course Thursday, then got 12x25s put on my bike at Bike Barn, following
George Ball's suggestion. Bruce and Martha Grant hosted a pasta dinner that night including
Rolf Arands, IronPete Priolo, Scott Adams and Barney O'Connell, where we talked course,
gearing, strategy, and rock and roll drumming (well, Bruce and I diverted a bit). We continued the
discussion over ice cream at Java Joe's. Back at the Spanish Villa Friday night, we made
another ice cream run to fret about the race. I made plans for a 30 minute bike ride starting at
6:15am the next morning prior to our swim, and a few said they might be interested. Saturday
5:30am was met with thunder and lightning. At 6:15, we weren't going anywhere, as it was
pouring. I turned on the weather channel for what was to be the first of many attempts to interpret
Sunday's expected weather. By mid-morning the skies cleared and I rounded up (forced) Neal
Greenwald and Rolf to join me for a quick 10 minute swim. Rolf exited the water saying the swim
boosted his confidence; I exited feeling sluggish and a bit concerned. I had taken tapering
seriously this week, and didn't feel the prerace edge I like to have. Dropped off our inspected
bikes and gear at 11:00am, then went to the pre-race talk. The sun was shining, but not for long.
As we were supposed to be heading for the Parade of Nations, the skies opened up again. The



parade was soggy, but the mile walk loosed me up, and walking and talking with 80+ year-old
Ironman legend Jim Ward was inspiring. 
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outer space. Soon after that broadcast, I entered a triathlon, and nearly drowned in the 1500
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something like that. Believe me, I could barely swim. As a teenager, I only rode my bike to
school, and I could not run because I needed corrective shoes and had asthma. Everything I’ve
accomplished in endurance athletics began when I was 34 years old. The 29 Ironman finishes
since then have seen just about every combination of lowest lows and highest highs,
disappointments and elation, failures and successes, challenges and the drive to overcome
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anticipation, I arrived Wednesday evening and got settled in at the Spanish Villa hotel. The area
was already abuzz with activity - triathletes in wetsuits on the beach, running or biking along
Lake Shore Drive. Excited to finally be in Penticton, I barely slept that night, waking at 4:00am for
good Thursday morning. I went outside in the dark and saw a few other triathletes, some walking
around, some near the bonfires on the beach, and even some on bikes. As the sun slowly rose I
decided to hop on my bike as well, and rode out to Skaha Lake and back for about an hour. The
days were long, but I did enjoy the prerace atmosphere. At 7:00am Thursday, I went to the
prearranged RST meeting point near the S.S. Sicamous. Many other RSTers were there, and we
introduced ourselves and then jumped into the water for a short swim. I had been quite anxious
about cold water in Lake Okanagan, especially after Art Hutchinson had described a swim in 59
degree water in 1992 that left him shivering until Richter Pass. To my delight, the water was
bathtub warm at 75 degrees, easing some of my pre-race swim concerns. I registered and drove
the run and bike course Thursday, then got 12x25s put on my bike at Bike Barn, following
George Ball's suggestion. Bruce and Martha Grant hosted a pasta dinner that night including
Rolf Arands, IronPete Priolo, Scott Adams and Barney O'Connell, where we talked course,
gearing, strategy, and rock and roll drumming (well, Bruce and I diverted a bit). We continued the
discussion over ice cream at Java Joe's. Back at the Spanish Villa Friday night, we made
another ice cream run to fret about the race. I made plans for a 30 minute bike ride starting at



6:15am the next morning prior to our swim, and a few said they might be interested. Saturday
5:30am was met with thunder and lightning. At 6:15, we weren't going anywhere, as it was
pouring. I turned on the weather channel for what was to be the first of many attempts to interpret
Sunday's expected weather. By mid-morning the skies cleared and I rounded up (forced) Neal
Greenwald and Rolf to join me for a quick 10 minute swim. Rolf exited the water saying the swim
boosted his confidence; I exited feeling sluggish and a bit concerned. I had taken tapering
seriously this week, and didn't feel the prerace edge I like to have. Dropped off our inspected
bikes and gear at 11:00am, then went to the pre-race talk. The sun was shining, but not for long.
As we were supposed to be heading for the Parade of Nations, the skies opened up again. The
parade was soggy, but the mile walk loosed me up, and walking and talking with 80+ year-old
Ironman legend Jim Ward was inspiring. Race Morning Several RSTers left Spanish Villa at
5:15am to head to transition before the race. Time passed quickly with body marking, bike
checking, and bottle filling. After initially choosing not to add air to my tires, at 6:30 I decide to
borrow Augie Calabrese's pump to top them off. As I try to unscrew the air intake adapter off my
front tire, I hear a loud PSSSSSSSST. The adapter had pulled the entire air intake valve out of
my tube. Don't panic, I'm thinking; but I do remember the same thing happened at Springfield
Ironhorse, where I did flat later in the day. I screwed the valve back on as tight as possible, and
went to the Bike Barn guys for air. After a fill up, I put the bike back, hoping that when I returned
after the swim, the tire wouldn't be flat. At 6:40, I began wetsuit preparation, hearing bagpipers in
the distance. At 6:50, I made my way toward the water and ran into Rolf Arands. Entering the
beach I was greeted with the awesome sight of about 1600+ yellow caps, mostly to the left. The
water's warm - good; it's choppy - not so good. My prerace plan had called for a left side start,
gradually swimming right to get near the buoys after about 1/2 a mile. After seeing that several
hundred people had the same idea, it was time for a new approach. Rolf and I moved to the right
side where it didn't seem very congested. Looking out on the course, however, I knew it wouldn't
last. The wide swim start would be forced into a bottleneck after about 150 meters by kayaks on
the left and buoys on the right. At least I would get one small benefit starting right - since I
breathe left, I would always be looking at the masses, and wouldn't have to worry much about
people running into my blind right side. At 6:55am Van Halen's "Jump!" plays, followed by "Oh,
Canada!" Then things get quiet. For 50 weeks I had been thinking about this moment with
anticipation. Despite being seconds away from a 2.4 mile swim, 112 mile bike and a marathon, I
had to force myself to think about the race in compartments, and to avoid thinking about what's
next. The swim wasn't going to be 2.4 miles, it would be 27 buoys; I was going to take the race a
buoy at a time. I also tried to stay calm by forcing myself not to be excited that this was an
Ironman (!!!!); instead, I tried to tell myself this was another Sunday training session. But this was
a bit different than the high school pool. Boom! goes the cannon, and we're off. The Swim Right
away, I was able to swim, but I knew the freedom would be short-lived. Approaching the first
buoy, everybody came together thrashing. At the first buoy I stop and look around; Rolf is still
right next to me, also looking around. Hi, Rolf, then back to it. I probably burned too much energy



over the next 300 meters with the group as we alternatively swam, sighted, treaded water, breast
stroked, and tried to get some room. I could feel my heart rate rising and I needed more air. I kept
going, but was feeling uncomfortable. I considered going to hang on one of the kayaks to rest
and catch my breath. Learning to swim for triathlons was my biggest hurdle, primarily because I
seem to be afraid of open water (something about drowning). At my first Olympic distance
triathlon (Mrs. T's 1995), I took 46 minutes to cover 1500 meters, and was terrified. Later I
learned that a swimmer had died in the water a few minutes behind me. I finished the race and
swore I'd never do a tri again. The next year, however, I went back. Again I panicked in the water,
and came in at 36 minutes (1600th out of 1800). But I felt better. This year I trained seriously for
IMC, and had good swims (for me) at Springfield Ironhorse, Vineman and again at Mrs. T's (27
minutes this time). In all three previous triathlons this year I had experienced the same initial
discomfort. I knew it would pass, but when? At about the third buoy I made an executive
decision: forget trying to keep up with this group, and just relax and stroke slowly. If they want to
run over me, bang into me, or pass me, fine. I'm taking it easy. Bingo, it worked like a charm. I
relaxed, and somehow seemed to keep moving at a decent pace. Buoy after buoy went by, and
with each one, I gave myself a mental cookie like Art Hutchinson mentioned in his 1996 race
report. Soon I was at the first house boat. Cool. Get to the other houseboat, and you're more
than half way there. As I settled in, my mind began to play music (Steve Morse Band), a good
sign I'm relaxed. After rounding the second house boats, and seeing the scuba divers I'd been
anticipating since I read Art's report last September, I headed for the beach. I kept stroking, and
my mind switched soundtracks (to the Ironman theme) and started wandering, thinking about
the wife, kids, work, what I'd do when I got home, and whoa! I'm really relaxed. Then, bang! I
take a shot to the head followed by a kick to the midsection. I tried to tell myself that it was an
accident, but for a second, I was mad. Relax buddy, almost there. Looking ahead I see five
buoys; let's see, about three minutes per buoy, only fifteen minutes, then I get to take a beautiful
bike ride. Soon the water gets lighter, then I see sand, and continue until the waters about two
feet deep. Standing up I lock in the swim split on my Timex - 1:14:55, ahead of my goal, albeit by
5 seconds. I headed into transition feeling very comfortable, and volunteers helped yank off the
wetsuit. Grabbed the bag and headed into the changing tent. I sat down to put on bike shoes
and there's Rolf again. Similar swim splits suggest George Ball and Bruce Grant must have also
been nearby in the tent. I scampered out of the tent in search of my bike. Wheeled it out to Lake
Shore Drive and after 6:26 in transition sped off. I rode past my Dad on Main Street and began
focusing on bike strategy. The swim was immediately forgotten. The Bike This was my first year
with a *real* tri bike. I did my 1995 and 1996 tris with my LL Bean mountain bike. I even
completed my first century (7:30) with that bike. This year, I bought a QR Kilo from Mission Bay,
and really enjoyed the difference, although it's difficult to put a child carrier on the back ;-) Even
though I went to IMC with the new QR, I kept the LL Bean bike helmet. Can't change
everything.Riding up Main Street into the bike, I realized - I hadn't done enough long rides! Not
to mention hill work. I'd gone 60 miles on Memorial Day, and 112 miles on July 1 north of



Chicago, where I experienced total elevation changes of 1,000 . . . inches (curbs add up, you
know). The rest of my rides were of 30 to 40 miles, flat. Oh, well, take the course a piece at a
time. I'd mentally broken the bike course into eight parts. Part one was the new ride up MacLean
Creek Road hill. On the course tour it struck me as the steepest, although short, hill. I quickly
arrived there and began climbing in my new 25 gear. The hill, billed as an attempt to break up
packs, achieved the opposite effect: a tightly packed caravan of bikes going 10 miles per hour. I
joined the crowd. Over MacLean, part two began: the downhill to Richter. I planned on riding this
fairly fast, and it started that way. I passed George Ball about half way to Richter, then began
having trouble with my right contact lens. Finally, I stopped to adjust it, and George passed by.
Back on the bike, the lens kept playing games. It started to drizzle, then rain, then rain more.
Now I usually like rain, and I even enjoy running in it sometimes, but this was not fun. I was
getting soaked, and cold. Visibility was bad, what with the funky lens and water-streaked
sunglasses. And this was the easy part, going down hill. On to part three: Richter. I had mentally
broken this further into seven pieces to get through: first slight uphill; then flat for a short
breather; a tough 2.2 mile climb; followed by another breather; a steep, shorter climb; followed
by a downhill and aid station; then the final climb. Approaching the first climb, I immediately
dropped my chain moving into the 25 gear. Again George Ball passes, for the last time. After
dismounting and fixing it, I headed up Richter with fresher legs, sort of glad for the breather.
Taking Richter a step at a time, in the 25 gear, and not expecting to surpass 8.5 mph, it went
quite well, actually. Neal passed me, as anticipated, near the top, and didn't look back. Feeling
good near the top, and the internal jukebox gets cranking again (David Lee Roth
"Skyscraper"). Over the top, we start rolling downhill. Rolf speeds past me in a, well, unique but
effective position, and I start flying, too. Jethro Tull's "Dharma for One" (Carnegie Hall 1970) is
playing as I go for broke on the downhill. I've heard people describe the descent as scary, but I
loved it. Hands off the brakes, I reach 42 mph. Part four was the rollers over the next few miles.
What goes up must come down, I consoled myself on each short climb. Steady as she goes. It
was now drizzling intermittently, but the wind was picking up. I was getting colder. By about mile
50 I was beginning to get concerned about hypothermia. I would only get colder. Part five was
the flats. Art Hutchinson had warned me that the flats were deceptive and was so right. High
winds made this a punishing stretch. Fighting the headwind was exhausting me. Nearing mile
60, I remembered that I'd only exceeded this distance twice during the year. Rolf came by and
asked how it was going. I think I said it could be better. Part six was the turnaround, where I
started to get it back together. I was glad to head into the turnaround, because I knew it would
put the wind at my back, at least temporarily. I started eating more, riding more relaxed, but I'd
still lost some time. I got to special needs and skipped the bag. Taking a banana at each aid
station had conserved the fuel I still had in my pockets. Heading back into the wind to exit
turnaround didn't seem so bad now. But the climb was ahead. Part seven: the climb to Yellow
Lake. Exiting the turnaround, I spotted my Dad and Neal's wife Tina for the first time since the
start. Riding up a hill at 10mph my Dad is snapping away. They hop in the car and drive by, still



taking pictures (they turned out nicely). Heading slowly to Yellow Lake, I was starting to get
tired. In the middle of a seemingly endless climb, which I was surviving (but not happily), Rolf
emerges. Knowing he's an IMC vet, I say, "tell me we're almost there." He had good news. "It's
just ahead." Big smile, and I even felt warm, for a second. I fell in behind Rolf and let him lead up
to Yellow Lake with an invisible cord. There was one more climb after Yellow Lake. Nearing the
top, volunteers were saying "almost there," and they were right. Over the top and we were almost
home. Part eight: gliding by Skaha into Penticton. Roads fairly dry now, we got aero and flew the
next 6 or 7 k. Rolf and I passed each other on the downhill, and soon he passed me for good.
Reaching Skaha Lake, I knew what to expect the last seven miles, having ridden them Thursday
morning. Gentle downhill. I now began to guess at my bike split. I had wanted a to get on the run
course under 8 hours, so I was looking for a 6:30 or better (net of transition times). Upon
encountering the rain, climbs and headwinds earlier, I had forgotten targets and focused on
survival. Now, nearing Penticton, I realized a 6:20 or better was possible. Amazing! I cruised
down Main Street watching runners headed out. Man, I was glad to be almost done with the
bike, and moving to an event I like. I pulled into transition after riding for 6:15:55. Beat the goal.
Handily. I don't have any idea how I killed 5:20 in transition. I changed my shirt and put on shoes
and thought I headed right out. But the chair must have held on to me for three minutes. Next
time, no sitting down. The Run Running out onto the course 7:42 into the race was a pleasant
change of events. I like to run, and was glad to be hitting the pavement. It wasn't always the case.
Until three years ago, I hated the idea of running and even endurance events. I had been a
weight lifter (bench press 315, squat 415, dead lift 455), and didn't have any interest in aerobic
activity. Until August 1994. I wanted to drop some weight to win a bet, so I went looking for ways
to burn calories. I saw running burned 100 per mile, so I tried it. Not bad. I signed up for the
Chicago Marathon, finished poorly, but got hooked. The next year I trained right, and qualified for
Boston. Unlike after the swim, which I forgot immediately, I was not able to quickly put the bike
behind me. It lingered in my mind like a scary nightmare, chilling and tense. I was frozen from the
rain and wind, and the climbs had taken a toll. My goal was to finish sub 12:00, so I needed a
4:18 marathon or better. I knew this marathon would not be like the traditional ones I had run. I
would need to conserve energy and focus on balance. I ran the first five miles at about an 8:15
pace, but felt nauseous. I began to implement some basic rules for survival: walk each aid
station to eat and drink; power walk any incline to conserve energy; let gravity pull you down
declines; stop/slow down to fix any problems. I came upon Rolf early in the run, and encouraged
him to join me. He told me to press on, and feeling sort of ok, I did. At mile 10, I ran into Bruce
Grant, who had a screaming fast bike ride, and Neal Greenwald, whom I'd promised I'd catch on
the run. Bruce was at a low point (he later recovered), but I took Neal on a power walk up the
steep hill. Then I was off. A long slow climb for the next couple miles was broken up by a steeper
climb to the run turnaround. During that time blisters had begun forming, and I needed to take
care of them. I reached the turnaround at 9:39 into the race for a 1:57 half marathon, but I had to
stop. Grabbed a chair, asked for bandages, and worked on some serious blisters. After about



four minutes, I headed towards Penticton. At this point, it was not a matter of "if," but "when." I
was aching, and almost looking forward to inclines so I could walk them. But the next five miles
were somewhat downhill, so I kept jogging, stopping only to walk through aid stations, and kept
a 9:20 pace. By mile 20, I was beginning to really hurt, but I told myself two things. First, I've
learned that the discomfort eases somewhat after good nutrients, so I stopped at an aid station
for much liquid and ate cantaloupe and cookies. Second, I knew the last two miles were run
downhill on adrenaline, so I told myself that I really only had four miles to go (at that point, the
mental trick sort of worked). Mile 20 was my second slowest mile at 11:47, but it helped get me
back in gear. I was hurting (somewhat less) but moving forward for much of miles 21 through 24.
However, each time I would stop to walk through an aid station, my hands and underarms would
tingle briefly, suggesting a circulation issue. I worried briefly each time this happened, but kept
going. Reaching the crest of Main Street at mile 24 was a tremendous feeling, and then I began
to hear, then see the crowds. I picked up the pace and did an 8:50 mile, and moved into the last
mile at a 7:55 pace to louder cheers. The relative speed felt great, but my hands were now really
tingling and numb. Nearing Lake Shore Drive, I began to wonder what the finish would be like. I
wanted the finish line alone, so I eased up behind a Belgian runner. Turning onto Lake Shore
Drive, there it was, the Finish Line I'd been anticipating for 50 weeks. At 11:47 into the race, I
approached, raised my arms, took the tape, smiled for the camera, and became an
Ironman. Post Race Got my medal (great medal) and shirt, and the volunteers quickly inquired
about my condition. I felt fine, I said, except for this tingling in the hands. Off to the medical
tent.As I regrouped there, I heard the names of my fellow RST Ironman finishers called out by
Steve King. Bruce Grant, Neal Greenwald, Rolf Arands. Later, Tricia Richter. At 7:00am, we'd
begun a journey and we had no idea how it would end. We'd all done it, and each would have a
different story to tell about the day. I called my wife in Chicago from behind the medical tent, and
thanks to the internet feed, she had a better handle on my race results than I did. I wish she
could have been there, but early pregnancy sickness kept her home. My oldest daughter got on
the phone. I said, "Guess what I am?" She knows to say, "You're an Ironman." At about 9:00pm,
many RSTers were in the finish line bleachers, cheering in late finishers. Some of these finishers
were just elated, and the crowd really got going. We were there when the last finisher ran down
Main Street with an 8 police car and several hundred person escort, to finish at 16:56. At 17:00,
the fireworks began and the day was over. The day ended, interestingly, as it began. The same
RST group in the stands at midnight had left Spanish Villa at almost 19 hours earlier together,
then dispersed into the race. After the fireworks, the group dispersed again, but as in the race, I
ran into Rolf. We took pictures under the finish line clock, and began the trek to Spanish Villa.
"I'm doing this next year," I tell Rolf. See you there. Epilogue: My Ironman Year I averaged 6
hours and 48 minutes per week training for IMC over the last 12 months, including races (a
weekly average of 1:02 swimming, 2:22 biking, 3:08 running, and 0:16 strength training). The
longest training week I had was IMC 97 week (14:18); shortest was 0:42. To build endurance, I
included at least one long distance event per month as my "long training day," usually done at



lower intensity. Highlights along the way:September: Motorola 1/2 marathon (1:28); first bicycle
100-miler October: St. Francis 5k (18:53; I won); Milwaukee Lakefront Marathon (3:10); Chicago
Marathon (3:14) January: San Diego Marathon (3:18) February: Scottsdale Desert Classic
Marathon (3:22, fourth in age group) March: Crown King (AZ) Scramble 50k (6:06) April: Boston
Marathon (3:25); Lake County Marathon (3:46); Achilles tendonitis May: Ice Age Trail
(Wisconsin) 50 mile run (8:55) June: Springfield Ironhorse (4:35 1.5m swim, 45 mile bike, 10
mile run) July: Full Vineman Ironman Distance (11:34) August: Mrs. T's Olympic Distance (2:27,
qualified for age group Nationals) It was a great year. Guess what I am? I'm an Ironman. 2.
Ironman Europe, Roth, Germany, July 11, 1998 Pre-race Eagerly looking forward to the Ironman
Europe 1998 triathlon, I arrived in Roth, Germany, only 37 hours before my wave would start. We
checked in to our hotel in Wolfram-Eschenbach, a remarkable enclosed village constructed in
the 1300s, then drove to registration. Race number in hand, pasta party attended (complete with
the requisite 1.5 hour wait in line), bike checked in, race talk attended, I finally got to sleep
Saturday night at 10pm local time, or 3 in the afternoon back home in Chicago. Race
Morning Pouring rain woke me at 3:50am on race morning. I went outside to see if it might be
waning, but found that not only was it going strong, the air was also quite chilly. My parents, who
had been in Europe on vacation and decided to meet me for the Ironman, and I piled into the car
at 4:30am and drove to the start. Conditions remained the same, typically not great for me (nor, it
would turn out, for favorites like Thomas Hellriegel and Ute Muckel). After saying goodbye to my
parents, I entered the transition area. The weather was awful, but the air was electric. At 6:10, we
watched the first wave with pros enter the water, and a cannon signaled the start of their race.
With an hour until my wave began, I had plenty of time to soak in pre-race energy of fellow
participants, not to mention the rain. I put my wetsuit on and zipped it up to stay warm. At 6:54,
the first pros came out of the water, and I went over to watch the group exit, grab their bags, and
then emerge from the changing tent to wheel their bikes out of T1. Just like on the broadcasts I
had taped from ESPN, and it was great to witness it firsthand. Swim Our wave then entered the
starting pen, and headed toward the water. At 7:07 we entered the water and swam 100 yards to
the start, and I set my sights on a 1:15 swim. At 7:10 the cannon went sounded, and our wave
was on its way, under continuing grey and rainy skies. My first half was smooth and uneventful.
I've had anxiety in previous swims, but they didn't occur this time. With only 199 in my wave,
there was little congestion, and it was fairly easy to keep a straight line in the canal. At the
turnaround, I pulled up to look at my watch. Then two irritating things happened. First, the watch
said 38:30; when doubled, it suggested I was on my way to a 1:17 swim, well over my 1:15
target. Second, somehow my right calf pulled into a painful knot, forcing me to stop and try to
stretch it out. These events made me mad, and I more aggressively attacked the water for a
faster return. There seemed to be less chop going the other way, suggesting a current existed,
and it was now with me. The return leg was much faster, at 33:38, and I exited the water in 12:08,
really glad to see that time. Bike After a relatively quick transition, I wheeled my bike onto the
bike course hoping to finish under 6:20. Heading toward Rothsee, I was going 23 - 25 mph



effortlessly. After 2k the course turned, and I found out why the beginning had been so easy: the
wind, which had pushed me, was now in my face, and would be antagonizing me in some way -
directly or cross-wise - for most of the day.  
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coachangel, “Great for anyone doing an Ironman. I thought this was a great book and perfect for
anyone considering an Ironman. It was nice to read an account from a regular guy, with a regular
job and a regular life.  I would highly recommend this book to any triathlete.”

The book by Raymond Britt has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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